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INTRODUCTION

This is a wage claim that Harper filed with the Utah of Labor Commission, for unpaid
wages for driving For Drive line. Drive Line paid Harper for 1,626 miles to drive from Salt
vJ

Lake City, Utah to Toledo, Ohio. Drive Line required Harper to drive approximately 100

3
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miles over this amount, because Drive Line Didn't want to pay tolls in Illinois, Indiana,
and Ohio. Drive Line asserts, that because of a contract that bound them to limited pay
of 1,626 miles from a contract that they had with Estes, that was the way that Harper
was to be paid also. Harper asserts that he was not a Party to the Contract between
Drive Line and Estes and therefore should not be held and bound to this contract. The
Court has stated that Harper agreed to the "fixed" amount of 1,626. Harper did not
agree to drive 1,726 miles and only to be paid 1,626 miles. Harper has acknowledged
that he would drive from Salt Lake City, Utah to Toledo, Ohio For Drive line, but not
work approximately 3-5 hours per trip (depending on the traffic, rush hours, and road
t;,

constructions} for free for Drive Line, because of their refusal to pay tolls. Harper intents
to show that this is inappropriate and unlawful. The Utah Labor Commission and the
Trial Court has denied Harper discovery requests on 3 separate times and imposed
sanctions and fines on Harper for attempting to receive the requested documents, for a
contract that the Court has held and bound him to, regarding his pay and has denied
him the memorializing of his accounting from the time he drove for Drive Line from the
miles worked as traveled from Salt Lake City to Toledo Ohio on 13 separate trips as a
team driver. The Trial Court has stated that this case is without merit and Harper had
attempted to take an unconscionable advantage of Drive Line because of an alleged
phone call Ms. Martino claims Harper made and stated that what would you be willing
to pay to make this whole thing go away. Harper intends to show that the Trial Court
was erroneous and abused its authority and that this case does in fact have merit, as
Drive Line has failed to pay Harper for all the work that he performed for Drive Line and
that he did not in fact call Ms. Martino and make this statement.
4
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STATEMENT OF ISSUES

ISSUE #1:
Whether the District Court abused its discretion or erred when it placed in the Findings
of Facts and Conclusion of law and Order of the Following:
5,a: "Drive Line and Mr. Harper agreed that Mr. Harper would be paid $.36 per mile." (R.

p. 364)
And
5,b.: "Drive Line and Mr. Harper agreed that on certain routes that Mr. Harper would be
compensated for a fixed amount of mileage no matter the actual distance driven. This
compensation was pursuant to a contract that Drive Line had with another Company
named Estes. The fixed mileage for the route from Salt Lake City, Utah to Toledo, Ohio
was 1,626 trip miles." (R. p. 364)

And
6.: "The Court finds that the Compensation arrangements as testified to by Mr. Ostler
\JP

was the agreed upon wages between the parties." (R. p. 365)

And
~

35. "The Court finds that Drive Line has paid Mr. Harper all amounts that he was owed
based on his employment." (R. p. 373)
And
38.a.: "Mr. Harper testified that he agreed, at the time he was hired, to be compensated

5
V;jJ
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a flat rate for all trips to Toledo on the Estes contract." (R. p. 375)

Standard for review
Whether the district Court abused it's discretion or erred and or Findings of
fact are reviewed for clear error. U.R.C.P. 52(a)(4).

Preservation
The issue is preserved for appeal. "A party may later question the sufficiency of the
evidence supporting the findings, whether or not the party requested findings, objected
to them,. moved to amend them, or moved for partial findings." U.R.C.P. 52(a)(3).
Additionally, Harper filed a motion under U.R.C.P. 52 & U.R.C.P. 59. R702-716. Harpers
Objection to a leading and asked and answered question. (R. p. 631-632)

ISSUE #2:
Whether the District Court abused it's discretion or erred when it placed in the
Findings of Facts and Conclusion of Law and Order the following:
27. "Mr. Harper asked Ms. Martino how much she was willing to pay to make this wage
claim go away." (R. p. 371)
And
39. a.: "Mr. Harper did not honestly believe in the propriety of his claims at the time
that he filed them." (R. p. 375)

And
39. b.: "Mr. Harper had an intention to take unconscionable advantage of the
6
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Respondents in this case by filing the factually baseless claims and then demanding a
payment from Kim Martino to make the wage claim "go away" (R. p. 375}
And
39.c.: "Mr. Harper had and intention and knowledge that by filing this wage claim and
other frivolous pleading in this case would have the effect of hindering, delaying, and
defrauding the Respondents in this action." (R. p. 375)
And
10. Thus, pursuant to Utah Code§ 788-5-825(1). The Court determines that Mr. Harper
filed his wage claim in bad faith and that Respondents are entitled to their reasonable
attorney's fees in defense of this action." (R. p. 378}

Standard for review
11

Whether the trial court properly interpreted the legal prerequisites for awarding

attorney fees under" Utah Code§ 788-5-825(1} should be a question of law
reviewed for correctness. See Still Standing Stable, LLC v. Allen, 2005 UT 46, ,i 8,
122 P.3d 556. The trial court's determination of bad faith is a question of fact
vJ

reviewed for clear error. Id.

Preservation
tJ

Harper's Opposition to Attorney's fees, (R. p. 435-436) and Harper's opposition to
UALD's rule 73 motion for Attorney's fees. (R. p. 456-459) Harper's affidavit in support
for a new trial. (R. p. 702-704)
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{yy

ISSUE #3:

Whether the District Court and the Utah Labor Commission abused its discretion or
erred when it denied and imposed fines and sanctions on Harper for the requested
evidence and motion to compel Drive Line to produce the requested evidence from
the Utah Labor Commission's record/filing and trial De Novo for The Third District
Court?

Standard for review
Discovery rulings are reviewed for abuse of discretion. Menzies v. Galetka, 2006
UT 81, ,1 59, 150 P.3d 480.

Preservation
Harper's three requests for discovery, (addendum A, R. p. 66-69, 119-120}
Statement of discovery issues, (R. p. 118} and two motions to compel discovery. (R. p.
75, 118}

ISSUE #4:
Whether the District Court abused its discretion, when it denied Harper his motion for
~

a new trial.

Standard for review
A trials Court's decision regarding whether to grant a new trial is reviewed for abuse of
discretion. Child v. Gonda, 972 P.2d 425,429 {Utah 1998}

Preservation
Harper's Motion for new trial, affidavit in support of new trial, (R. p. 705-716, 702-704}

8
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Respondent's Memorandum in opposition to motion for new trial, (R. p. 755-826} and
~

Harper's Reply to Respondent's memorandum in opposition to motion for new trial.
(R. p. 857-865)

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

~

Harper was working as driver for a different company at the time Steve Archibald
(a recruiter for Drive Line) called Harper to work for Drive Line. (R. p. 502, 533}
Steve Informed Harper that they had just implemented a $5,000 sign on bonus
that really attracted and interested him. (R. p. 502) Harper then went in
and met with Greg Ostler a fleet manager for Drive Line. Greg stated that the pay rate
was to be between 42 to 44 cents per mile. (R. p. 492, 518) Greg stated that
Harper would most likely be doing a run for them, driving doubles between Salt Lake
0P

City, Utah and Toledo, Ohio. (R. p. 601, 602} After meeting with Greg Ostler and several
trips later Harper became aware that he was not being paid for an amount stated
~

to$ .42 cents per mile and not being paid for all the miles he was driving between Salt
Lake City, Utah and Toledo, Ohio. Drive Line required Harper to drive around toll
roads in Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio. By diverting Harper around these toll roads, He
was now driving at least 52 more miles than Drive Line was paying him. (R. p. 513,
516) Harper then was texting Greg about the unpaid miles and amount paid per mile.

VJJ

(R. p. 509) After the texting Harper and Greg were unable to resolve the issues as
stated. (R. p. 512) Harper then filed a claim on line with the Utah Labor
9
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Commission. (R. p. 527) Harper was unable to list the miles and pay on the Utah
Labor Commissions form, as it was not accepting the miles and pay rate nor sign on
bonus on the web site. Harper was also unable to properly list the sign on bonus
on the Utah Labor Commissions web site as Harper checked the box for bonus on
the web site, as the form didn't have a proper place to list it and properly explain the
$5,000 sign on bonus. (R. p. 532, 675) Harper has then after the filing filed a
proper response as to the missing miles and nonpayment of the Parties contract with
the Utah Labor Commission. (R. p. 537) Harper asked for specifically the Contract
between Drive Line and Estes and his trip envelopes from the Utah Labor
Commission. (addendum A) The Utah Labor Commission and the AU denied the
Appellant the requested evidence. (addendum B) The Parties then had a hearing
regarding Harper's payments. The Utah Labor Commissioners AU then dismissed
Harper's case with prejudice. Harper then appealed the Case to The Third
District Court, Trial De Novo, Petition for judicial Review of Final Agency Action. (R. p. 114) Harper requested documents from the Respondents. (R. p. 66-69) The Respondents
objected to those documents. (R. p. 70-74) Harper attempted to Compel the
requested documents from the Respondents. (R. p. 75) The Court denied the Harper the
requested documents. (R. p. 113-116) Harper then filed motion to extend time
for Petitioner to complete discovery, statement of discovery issues, and Petitioners
certification pursuant to Utah R. Civ. P. 37(a)(2)(b). (R. p. 117-120). The Appellee's then
filed opposition to motion to extend time for Petitioner to complete discovery. (R. p.
124-130) The Court Clerk identified the Appellee's opposition to for time extension in
the record incorrectly and listed it as Opposition to Motion for Extraordinary Discovery.
10
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(R. p. 124) The Court then ruled on the Court Clerks error: Motion for extraordinary
Discovery and Denied Harper the requested discovery. (R. p. 184-186 and 225
minute entry) neither Parties were present at these issues. The Court has granted and
imposed sanctions of Attorney's fees of $1,375 against Harper for the attempting
to receive Discovery. (R. p. 184-186) and imposed sanctions and Attorney's fees of
$1,375 on Harper. (R. p. 184-186, 225-226, and 240-241) Harper then
hired an Attorney to help him with the Parties case (R. p. 245-246) The Respondents
Objected to the Harper's Council (R. p. 249-252) and the Harper's Council
withdrew from the Parties case. {R. p. 255-256) Drive Line and Energy Enterprises filed
their trial brief 7 days prior to the Parties Bench Trial, in this Trial brief they accused and
alleged for the first time, that Harper had called Ms. Martino, approximately 40
months prior to this date and bench trial and alleged that he asked her what she was
willing to pay to make this go away. (R. p. 315-324) The Parties had a bench trial (R. p.
330-331 and 477-701) The Court had found that Harper had taken
unconscionable advantage of Drive Line and Energy Enterprises and that, Harper's
case had no merit and awarded the Drive Line Attorney's fees. (R. p. 363-373) Drive Line
4:P

and Energy Enterprises filed motion for Attorney's fees requesting for $20,545. (R. p.
399-405) Council for Utah Department of Labor filed for Attorney's fees requesting for
$4,750. (R. p. 429-431) Harper Filed opposition to Attorney's fees. (R. p. 435-436

vjj)

and 456-458) The Court Awarded Drive Line $14,910 in Attorney's fees and declined The
Utah Labors request for Attorney's fees based on the fact Council failed to comply with
...J

Rule 73(c). (R. p. 465-472) Harper filed a motion for new trial pursuant to Utah R.
of Civ. P. 59(a)(6), (c) and 52 (b) (R. p. 705-716) this was also supported by
11
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Harper's, Petitioner's affidavit in support of motion for new trial. (R. p. 702-704)
Respondents filed memorandum in opposition to motion for a new trial and a motion
for vexation litigant order. (R. p. 739-826} Respondents have supported their vexation
litigant motion from Harper's divorce custody battle with his ex-wife back in
2009. The Court then has errored and inappropriately Filed Notice of URCP 261
Disclosure Discovery Requirements in Domestic Relations Action for a John P. Rhodes on
the Parties Case, Harper never received these documents. (R. p. 871-873)
Harper has not received any discovery requests from the Respondent's regarding the
Harper's divorce case back in 2009 nor was aware that the Respondent's had these
documents nor was aware they were going to use them in their motion as evidence for
vexatious litigant. Harper then filed a reply to the Respondents opposition to new
trial (R. p. 857-865) and a memorandum in opposition to vexation litigant order. (R. p.
889-896) The Court then had a hearing on the issues before the Court, where
Harper and Respondents did not attend, and Denied the Harper's request for a new
trial and granted the Respondents their motion for a vexation litigant but declined to
award Drive Line Attorney's fees. (R. p. 932-934} Harper has now appealed the Parties
Case, Notice of Appeal. (R. p. 994-996)

Statement of Relevant Facts

1. Harper worked and was an employee for Drive Line and was not a contractor nor
a Party to a contract between Estes and Drive line.

2. Harper drove at least 1677 miles for the Drive Line from Salt Lake City,
12
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Utah to Toledo, Ohio. (R. p. 513}
3. The "Straight miles" to Salt Lake City, Utah to Toledo, Ohio, while driving on 1-80
the entire way and never deviating from 1-80 and paying 3 separate tolls is 1,626 miles.

(R. p. 514)
4. The Route prescribe and required by Drive Line for Harper to drive, was at
least 1,677 Miles to avoid toll roads in Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio. (R. p. 490, 516, 627,
631, 632 and 1051 Petitioners exhibit 4)
5. Drive Line prescribed and required Harper to deviate from 1-80 in
Illinois to avoid tolls to route around 1-80 to 1-54. (R. p. 627 and 1051 Petitioners exhibit
#4)
6. Drive Line required and prescribed Harper to deviate from 1-80 in
U

Indiana and Ohio to 1-90 in Michigan to completely bypass Indiana and go up and
Around to Toledo, Ohio on 1-94 and 1-75 to avoid tolls off of 1-80.
7. Harper was paid for 1,626 of his miles driven for Drive Line going from Salt
Lake City Utah to Toledo Ohio. (R. p. 1051 Respondents exhibit #5}
8. Greg Ostler, (the fleet manager for Drive Line) testified to Harper being

'9

paid for 1677 miles. {R. p. 627, 631 and 632}
9. Drive Line has created a document showing the 1,677 miles as being paid (R. p.
1051 Petitioner's exhibit #4}
10. Drive Line's accounting fails to show Harper was paid for 1,677 miles and
only paid for 1,626 of his worked miles. (R. p. 1051 Respondents exhibit #5}
11. Harper never called Ms. Martino and stated: "how much are you willing to
pay to make this go away" pursuant to Harper's affidavit as pursuant to penalty of
13
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perjury and testimony. (R. p. 703, 528).
12. Respondents council and Ms. Martino first made the Claim that Harper
allegedly called her and asked how much she was willing to pay to make this whole
thing go away on March 22

nd

2017, just 7 days prior to the Parties bench trial and after

Respondent's had their case in chief. (R. p. 317)
13. Ms. Martino has never made the claim of Harper calling her and asking
how much she was willing to pay to make this whole thing go away in any of her filings
nor during an entire hearing with the Utah Labor Commission, between the time of the
Harper's original filing of 2014 to March 22

nd

2017 (Respondent's: Trial Brief of Energy

Enterprises and Drive Line LLC). (R. p. 315-317)
14. Ms. Martino has made notes and a document of the conversation between
her and Harper, in this document it has noting stated, pursuant to her claim that
Mr. Harper called her and asked her; what you are willing to pay to make this go away.
(R. p. 1051 Respondent's exhibit #6)
15. There is no documentation showing that Harper called Ms. Martino
and stated how much she was willing to pay to make this whole thing go away. (R. p.
1051 Respondent's exhibit #6)
16. Ms. Martino's claim that Harper called her and stated how much she
was willing to pay to make this whole thing go away, is a fabricated lie that is intendent
to show Harper in a negative way to the Court. (R. p. 703)
17. Drive Line has created a document that states: "Bruce Harper has been paid
slightly above what the "actual miles driven" would have been even though we pay by
the miles established for the run by Estes/JJr'. (R. p. 1051 Petitioner's exhibit #4)
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18. The Respondent's do not dispute the that Harper was not paid any
~

mileage over the amount of 1,626 miles for his trips to Toledo Ohio.
19. Harper testified to that his pay was to be

$ .42 cents per mile when

hired. (R. p. 502)
20. Brian Jenkins testified that his pay was to be

$ .42 to $ .44 cents per mile

when hired, worked for Drive line for less than a year. (R. p. 492)
21. Greg Ostler has testified as to all the drivers starting the same pay regardless
of experience. (R. p. 608, 617)
22. The Court has inappropriately errored 3 times in the record:
a. Motion for Extraordinary Discovery (this should have been Motion to extend
time for discovery). (R. p. 124-130)
b. Failure to include transcripts in the record. (R. p. 727-728)
c. Notice of URCP 261 Disclosure Discovery Requirements in Domestic Relations Action,
for John P. Rhodes was inappropriately filed in the Parties Case. (R. p. 871-873)
23. The Court has errored, by ruling on a motion that was not before the Court
from the Parties; "Motion for Extraordinary Discovery", and has inappropriately issued
~

sanctions, and fees against Harper from this error. (R. p. 184-186, 225)
24. The Respondent's have failed to produce the memorialization of Harper's
time, work, miles, and trips from Salt Lake City, Utah to Toledo, Ohio. (R. p. 1051
Respondent's exhibit #5)
25. Harper has produced his accounting and memorialization of time, work,

vJ

miles, and trips from Salt Lake City, Utah to Toledo, Ohio. (R. p. 1051 Petitioner's exhibit

#1)
15
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Summary of Argument to Issue No. 1:

The Court has errored by stating and ruling on the "compensation was pursuant to a
contract that Drive Line had with another Company named Estes" Harper was not

an employee to Estes nor a Party to the Contract between Estes and Drive Line nor
Energy Enterprises and therefore, should not be held to "that's the way we were paid"
(Ms. Martino's testimony) miles of 1,626. It is unlawful for Drive line, to work the
Appellant more hours and time without pay because that is the way we were paid and
then claimed it was disclosed and "agreed" when in fact it was never agreed nor implied
nor properly disclosed to Harper. Drive Line has not paid for all the appropriate miles to
Harper for his work performed, 1,626 vs. 1,677. Harper did not agree on a flat rate for
all trips to Toledo on the Estes contract. There is no evidence of a Estes contract nor
evidence that ties Harper to the Estes contract nor the amount of all the "actual miles"
Estes paid on those miles and to Harper for the difference from 1,626 vs. 1,677 trips.
It is unreasonable to think what the District Court's findings of facts are, that Harper is
Bound and held to a contract between Estes and Drive line and that Harper agreed on
those fixed miles and would agree to work for free for Drive line as an employee.
1946 U. S. Supreme Court case, Anderson v. Mt. Clemens Pottery Co., 328 U.S. 680 and
ROG Assocs./Jorman Corp. v. Industrial Comm'n, 741 P.2d 948.

which can be summarized as follows: If the employer has maintained accurate and
proper records of wages and hours, the employer's records will govern; If the
employer's records are inaccurate or inadequate, the employee may produce his own

16
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evidence of work performed for which he claims compensation; The employer then has
the burden of producing other evidence of work performed or evidence negating the
employee's records. The Respondent's have failed to properly memorialize Harpers time
and miles provided. Harper has properly memorialized his time in the Record with
exhibit #1. The District Court is clearly erroneous by allowing Drive Line to not paying for
the work performed by Harper as the evidence shows that they owe him for at least
1,677 miles vs. the paid miles of 1,626. Harper has properly marshaled the evidence of
the Parties Case, even with all the evidence supporting the District Court's findings, the
District Court's findings are clearly erroneous.

SUMMARY TO ARGUMENTS TO ISSUE# 2:
Harper has marshaled the evidence as follows:
Ms. Martino has claimed that Harper stated to her of what she was willing to pay to
make the whole case go away. This claim does not prove that Harper took an
unconceivable advantage of Ms. Martino nor Drive Line.
Harper has testified oath and under penalty of perjury, that he did not call Ms.
Martino nor did he ask her what she was willing to pay to make this go away. Had the
Court believed Harper's testimony and affidavit under penalty of perjury, the District
Court would not have put in its Findings of Facts and would not have believed that
Harper took an unconscionable advantage of Drive Line and Ms. Martino. As also
argued that even if Harper did call and attempt to resolve the issue of unpaid
wages, this does not prove that Harper took unconscionable advantage nor used this
as leverage against Drive Line, as the Utah Labor Commission never investigated this
17
vJ
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claim as they were unaware nor Harper, of this claim until 7 days before the
Bench Trial. Finding that Harper took an unconscionable advantage of Drive Line is
clearly erroneous.

SUMMARY TO ARGUMENTS TO ISSUE #3
Harper has requested, specifically the trip envelopes of his trips from Salt Lake City,
Utah to Toledo, Ohio, to memorialize his time and miles driven between the stated
locations, and contract between Estes and Drive Line from Utah Labor Commission and
the District Court. Harper has requested the Documents from Drive line in the District
Court. The Respondents objected to Harper's requests and argued pursuant to tier 1
limits filed. Harper filed 2 motions to compel the requested documents. Harper has filed
statement of discovery issues and Petitioner's Certification pursuant to Utah R. Civ. P.
37(a)(2)(b). The District Court and the Utah Labor Commission has errored and abused
it's discretion, in denying and imposing sanctions and fines on Harper for his discovery
requests on the documents needed to show actual miles, memorializing his trips from
Salt Lake City, Utah to Toledo, Ohio and a contract that the District Court has held and
bound his income accountable to. The District Court's argument on Harpers discovery
requests are moot and clearly erroneous as the District Court has stated that Harper
was within standard discovery time and has overlooked the Respondent's objections
and intensions that they never intended to send the trip envelopes and contract. The
Utah Court of Appeals should remand the Case back to the District Court and grant
Harper his requests discovery for his memorialization of his time worked and the
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Contract that the District Court has held and bound Harper's income to. Had Harper had
this evidence it would clearly show "actual miles" driven and that Harper was not a
Party to Estes contract nor bound to its "fixed" miles limits nor its pay limits.

SUMMARY TO ARGUMENTS TO ISSUE #4
Harper has marshaled the evidence by his motion for a new trial, affidavit in support,
the Respondent's opposition to the motion for new trial, and Harper's reply to the
Respondent's opposition. The District Court has Denied Harper's motion for a new trial.
The District Court has overlooked and has taken a blind eye to Harper's evidence and
Arguments to all the evidence presented by both Parties and disputed. The District
Court has claimed that Harper has failed to discuss any of the supporting evidence in his
new trial motion, however the all of the issues that were raised were properly brought
forth as, between Harper's motion, affidavit and Respondent's opposition and then
Harper's reply all the supporting evidence was in fact disused and argued. Therefore,
the District Courts argument is erroneous, incorrect, moot and shows the District Court
was abusive on the issue and denial of new trial motion filed by Harper.

ARGUMENTS TO ISSUE NO. 1:

Appellant hereby marshals the evidence as follows:

Drive Line's Council makes the Argument the that there is a mountain of evidence
~

supporting the route mileage disclosure by stating (regarding the Appellant): "he clearly
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knew at the time he was hired that he would be compensated only route miles on the
route from Salt Lake City to Toledo." (R. p. 757) Drive Line is refer to the Harper's
testimony as follows:
Q. " .... You knew, at the time that you were hired, that you would be paid

on route mileage to Toledo. That's what they told you, right?"
Harper: "Correct."
Q. "And they told you those miles were 1,626 to Toledo, right?"

Harper: "Yes .. ... "(R. p. 757)

Harper was referring to the number of miles if the route was on a
"Straight Miles" 1,626 run from Salt Lake City, Utah to Toledo, Ohio; on 1-80 the entire
way, with no deviations from that run. Harper did in fact know he was going to
be driving for the company from a route from Salt Lake to Toledo.
The term "they" does not state what was specifically stated between Harper and
Greg Ostler nor the time line when this was stated nor disclosed, but rather the direct
miles between Salt Lake City, Utah and Toledo, Ohio.
The Respondent's have argued and have brought the following arguments in their
Opposition to new trial as claimed and as follows:

Q..... "What I asked you is, you knew you were going to be paid on a fixed

route, correct?"
Harper: "Correct." (R. p. 570)
Harper was not testifying to a "fixed" mile amount but a fixed route as questioned,
there is no argument that Harper was driving a "fixed" route from Salt Lake City, Utah to
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~

Toledo, Ohio. Respondent's have not giving all the facts and testimony of Harper as to
the miles, as a true and accurate testimony shows Harper was not in agreement or to a
"fixed" amount of 1,626 miles as follows:
Q.: "They'll pay you according to the route miles not the actual miles. 11

Harper: "No, I was never aware that they were going to pay me, that they were going to

route me 1,726 versus 1,626 miles. 11
Q.: "Okay, that's a different-"

Harper: "They never informed me. 11
Q.: "You must have misunderstood my question again, because that's not what I asked

you. What I asked you is, you knew you were going to be paid on a fixed route, correct?"
Harper: "Correct." (R. p. 570)
Harper was not in agreement to a "fixed' amount of 1,626 and was not told of the total
amount of work he would work vs. the amount of pay he would nor wouldn't be paid for
his time.
When Harper was then asked by the Court: "/ think you've accurately stated the

testimony that he testified that that was his understanding and the agreement. Mr.
Harper, I'd let you respond to that. Why should I let you go forward on the extra miles,
when you testified under oath that you understood that you were only to be paid based
on the route miles not on the actual miles driven?
Harper: "On that question, maybe I misunderstood it. I was never, as far as my

understanding ofit was, what was actually on my paycheck when I figured out the

va

calculations. That was the only understanding. When I first met with Greg, he said
out the door, 42. He said there would be no problem-"
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THE COURT: "Well, the 42 is not the issue. It's that you're claiming now that you should

be paid for the actual miles that you drove versus what the route miles were when you
went to Toledo.

11

Harper: "Again, it was never understood, I was never told that I was going to drive-

you know, when they stated the 16, I figured 16 straight a crossed. I had no idea, you
know, I took the company for what it was, and when you drive that miles, that should
have included, you know, the Michigan routing, you know? Like for example, I iust drove
for FedEx two weeks ago, and they took me from Salt Lake to Sacramento, but they
routed me through Vegas, Barstow and around, because there was a massive storm in
Donner's pass. Okay, and they paid me for that-

11

THE COURT: "Right, but here, you didn't testify that the agreement was that they'd pay

you per actual mile. You testified that you understood and agreed-

11

Harper: "/ understood the miles to be 16 at the time, and like I said, I- 11
THE COURT:"/ understand what you're saving.

11

From this conversation from Harper and the Court, Harper does not have a
agreement on the "fixed" 1626 and the fact that the Court understood that there was
no meeting of the mind on a "agreed" amount of compensation or miles shows the
Court has errored in the facts of the case and has abused his discretion.

Harper did not know that they were not going to pay him for all the miles traveled:
Harper: "At the time, I wasn't aware of toll roads and divert, going around them." (R.
p. 568)
Drive Line's Council fails to put the complete and accurate accounts of Harper's
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testimony. Drive Line required Harper to travel at least 52 extra miles beyond the 1,626
miles paid, around tolls in Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio. {R. p. 489,490, 1051 Petitioner's
exhibit #4) Prior to Drive Lines Council's supported evidence, Harper shows he was not
in fact aware, nor had proper disclosure of the total miles driven and nor properly paid
as per agreement, as follows:

Q. "And it was calculated on the route number. They never told you we're going to pay
you for your actual miles pay, actual miles traveled on those routes, right?"

Harper: "No, they never stated that I was going to be doing 100 extra miles." (R. p.
568}

Q. "Right. So because you were dissatisfied with your pay, you said I want to renegotiate
what I'm being paid, right?"

Harper: "Well, I wanted them to do it correctly, as I had the contract with them." (R. p.
569)
Drive Line's Council stated to the Court regarding the Harper's testimony:
"he asserted that he was owed 42 cents per contract," {R. p. 671)
When Harper was asked point blank regarding miles and hiring and pay testifies
as follows:
Q. "Right, but you knew they were excluding those miles at the time they hired you."

Harper: "No."
Q. "You knew there was a route, that you were paid on a route rate, right? At 1,626

miles."

Harper:"/ didn't know the actual miles."
Q. "They'll pay you according to the route miles not the actual miles."
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Harper: "No, I was never aware that they were going to pay me, that they were going

to route me 1,726 versus 1,626 miles.

11

Q. "that's a different- "Okay,

Harper: "They never informed me." (R. p. 570)
This shows that in fact Harper was not in agreement with the 1,626 miles paid nor
was properly disclosed as Drive Line claim and as the Court has errored and abused
it's discretion in the Findings of Facts.
The Fleet manager (Greg Ostler) for Drive Line has testified to Harper being paid
for 1,677 miles as follows:
Greg Ostler: "Yes, when I explained it to the drivers we were hiring, I would always use

the term of a flat set of miles or a flat rate of miles.

11

Respondent's Council: "Okay, and did you identify what those numbers were for the

route to Toledo, Ohio?"
Greg Ostler: "Yes.

11

Respondent's Council: "And how many miles were those?"
Greg Ostler: "I believe, and unfortunately my memory's not that good, but they would

have been around about 1,680, around 1,680." (R. p. 602)
And then when questioned by Harper:
Q. "Okay. You stated that when we met, you stated that the miles would be 1,680. Is

that correct

r

Greg Ostler: "To the best of my recollection, yes. 11 (R. p. 621)
And then questioned again to miles and pay:
Q. "And then you have on the next line, mileage one-way, 1,677. Is that what you were
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telling the drivers?"
Greg Ostler: "Oh, wait. No. We would have been--so the stated mileage that would have

been paid would have included the tolls. So it would have been the 1,677, because we-"
THE COURT: "Hand me that document?"
Greg Ostler: "Yes. Because we included, the miles to avoid the tolls were included in that

pay. So it would have been that 1,677. 11
Q. "So is this what we were to be paid on the route?"

Greg Ostler: "The 1,677 would be." (R. p. 627)

Greg Ostler was referring and testifying to regarding a document (R. p. 1051 Petitioner's
exhibit #4) he created for this case and submitted to the Utah Labor Commission
regarding the Parties case:

Mileage ( 1 way) from SLC Estes Yard to Toledo, OH Estes Yard w/both deviations to
avoid the Toll roads in applicable states (via Google Maps) 1,677 (R. p. 1051, Petitioner's
Exhibit #4)
Greg again testified to the document and the Miles to being 1,677 when the Drive Line
~

Council questioned him:
BY MR. CROOK (Respondent's Council):
Q.: Okay. "So I'm going to, I want you to look. You seem to have a hard time

remembering whether you were part of constructing it, whether you did or you didn't.
Greg Ostler: "As I read through it more, I'm definitely familiar with this."
~

Q.: "Okay.

11

Greg Ostler: "So I did create this for the owners so that they could review it.
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11

11

Q.: "/ just want to have you look at the part that said, it's got the 1,677. I think you

testified that you believed that was what they were told they would be paid on, and if
you look underneath there, it says, "mileage one-way paid for run before incentives as
set by Estes JJT, "And it's got 1,625. Do you see that?"
Greg Ostler: "/ do, yes."
Q.: "Does that help you remember what they were paid for?"
Greg Ostler: "Yes."
Q.: "How many miles were they paid for?"

Greg Ostler: "They were paid for the 1,677."
Greg had stated he was familiar with the document that he created and recalled the
number of miles that Harper was to be paid when the Drive Line's Council again
~

questioned him:
Q.: "On the paid-for run. So right here, let me, right there. Sorry, I didn't even call it out

right. "Mileage one-way 2 paid for run before--"
MR. HARPER: "Your Honor, this has been answered and, asked and answered."
THE COURT: "Overruled."
BY MR. CROOK:
Q.: "Do you see where it says, "paid for run, 1625"?"
Greg Ostler: "Oh, yes."
Q.: "Yeah. Does that help you remember how many miles they were paid for?"

Greg Ostler: "Yes, I'm sorry. Yeah, so the 1,625." (R. p. 631- 632)

Greg Ostler (Drive Lines Fleet Manager) testified to the document he created and to
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~

Harper being paid for 1,677 miles on 6 separate times when asked directly. When
~

Drive Line's Council again asked Greg Ostler a ih time to this leading question the
Harper objected to. The District Court abused it's discretion and erroneously overruled
Harper's objection and allowed Greg Ostler to "refresh his memory" and change his
answer to 1,625. This contradicted his document that he created (R. p. 1051 Harper's
exhibit #4) and contradicted his testimony and allowed the Drive Line to bring forth this
inappropriate evidence in their Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to New Trial as
follows:
4 While Mr. Ostler initially testified that the amount to be paid was a different number
11

because his "memory's not that good, when his memory was refreshed by an exhibit, he
corrected his testimony to the correct number. (Trial Tran. at 126, 156.} (R. p. 758,

Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for New Trial)
This is not true and correct as the line of questioning "refreshed" his memory, prior to
the Respondents line of questioning, to the correct amount of 1,677 as stated above:
Q.: "Does that help you remember what they were paid for?"

Greg Ostler: "Yes."
~

Q.: "How many miles were they paid for?"

Greg Ostler: "They were paid for the 1,677." (R. p. 631- 632)
Pursuant to Greg Ostlers testimony on the Harper's compensation:
Drive Line's Council: "And so if an employee was in a team, how many of those miles
would they be compensated for?"
~

Greg Ostler: "Essentiallv, it would be split in half. So if you were going on a route to
Toledo, Ohio and back, that initial mileage of the 1,680 would be doubled but then
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shared equally between. So a driver potentially of full run splitting those miles would get
1,680 miles each." (R. p. 602)
The Document Greg Ostler created for the owners of Drive Line, Harper, and The
Utah Labor Commission also states difference between drive/paid is 52 (1,6771625=52). (R. p. 1051 Exhibit 4) This number does in fact support the
Harper's claim and Greg Ostlers claim: "they were paid for thel,677" that the
Harper was not paid the correct amount of 1,677 as when you take the accounting

~

Documents and shows the evidence does not support and is in fact contradictory of the
"fixed" amount of 1,626 as the Court has put in the Order. (R. p. 1051, Petitioner's

~

Exhibit #4 and Respondent's exhibit #5) If the Court had not overruled the
Harper's objection to the leading and asked and answered question, it would show
that Greg was testifying to the document he created and the agreed mileage of 1,677
miles as testified, and document created and would show from the accounting
documents that Drive Line still owe the mileage difference between 1,626 (paid) and
1,677 as testified and documents show this deficiency.
Ms. Martino has testified:
Q.: "So you stated to Greg that he is to inform all employees that they're to be paid

1,626 miles?"
Ms. Martino: "Correct." (R. p. 651)
Ms. Marino was not present during Harper's meeting with Greg as she also
testified: "-I was not actively involved in your hiring."
"I wasn't there. I wouldn't know." (R. p. 650) Ms. Martino was referring to Harper's
Meeting in the hiring process between Harper and Greg Ostler. Greg
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4L,

Ostler has not testified to being told what miles the employees were to be told as the
actual miles vs. diverted miles.
This shows that Drive Line failed to appropriately disclose to Harper the total
miles worked and paid for and does not support the Court's Findings of Facts and is in
fact contradictory to the Court's Findings of Facts:
"Drive Line and Mr. Harper agreed that on certain routes that Mr. Harper would be
(:J

compensated for a fixed amount of mileage no matter the actual distance driven.

11

"The fixed mileage for the route from Salt Lake City, Utah to Toledo, Ohio was 1,626 trip
miles" (R. p. 364)

Drive Line has made the claim that the miles set "1625" were because of a
contract with Estes. On the document created by Greg Ostler (R. p. 1051, Petitioner's
exhibit #4) it states the following: "Mileage (1 way) paid for Run (before incentives)
as set by EstesOJT 1,625."

Drive Line claims that Estes set the miles. If a driver was to travel Directly from Estes
yard in Salt Lake City, Utah to Estes yard in Toledo, Ohio and travel on 1-80 the entire
l.1J

way the mileage would be accurate to the amount of 1,626 miles traveled. However
Drive Line required Harper to travel outside those parameters as in take
interstates avoiding tolls and avoiding the entire State of Indiana and diverting

~

around half the State of Ohio and a small portion of Illinois. (R. p 489-490)

~

Harper traveled at least 1,677 miles by going around Estes "set miles" as per
contract. This was at least 52 more miles that the Appellant traveled, than contracted
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out between Drive Line and Estes, that Drive Line failed to pay the Harper (R. p. 1051
Respondents exhibit #5 and R. p. 1052, Petitioner's Exhibit #4} On that same document
on the bottom it states:
"it is by these calculation that determines Bruce Harper has been been[sicl
paid slightly above what the "actual miles driven" would have been even though we pay
by the miles established for the run by Estes/JJT."

Drive Lines claim that Harper has been paid slightly above what the "actual
miles driven" are not correct. Drive Line has paid Harper for the 1,626 miles
and not the actual miles driven (at least 1,677) and or more pay as Drive Line claim
on this document and have in fact failed to show Harper has been paid slightly
more than the "actual miles driven" as Drive Line claims and have failed to pay him
for at least the "actual miles driven" as per Greg Ostler's document states the
"deviations to avoid the Toll roads in applicable states 1,677". (R. p. 1051 Petitioner's

exhibit# 4)
Ms. Martino has testified that the Contract with Estes was a contract at will. Drive Line
has failed to show any contract that states any miles that are to be paid by Estes or what
they were paying Drive Line vs. what Harper that drove for Drive Line nor the
actual miles that were driven.
Ms. Martino has testified that the miles figured from Salt Lake City, Utah to Toledo, Ohio
were in figured from Google Maps and not from the contract with Estes nor from actual
miles driven by Harper:
Q.: "You have mileage one way from Salt Lake yard to Toledo, Ohio yard with both
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~

deviations to avoid toll roars in acceptable states as 1,677, Correct?"

Ms. Martino: "Correct"
Q.: "How did you come up with that?"

Ms. Martino:"/ would imagine the same, either a Google map or one of the-one of the
industry tools." (R. p. 727 p. 69 hearing on April 20th 2015 and R. p. 709)

Ms. Martino has testified to the way that she was paid:
Q.: "Regardless of any other deviations or hours?"

Ms. Martino: "Correct. That's how we were paid." {R. p.651)
This type of pay is unlawful, as if this were true, this would allow employers to work
their employees over many hours of work, unpaid and limit their pay pursuant to a
contract. This is exactly what Drive Line is doing to Harper, paying him for 1,626
miles and requiring him to work at least 1,677 miles above and beyond this amount,
because of an alleged contract between Drive Line and Estes. Drive Line's argument
would be the same argument that an hourly employee that makes $10 an hour and
works 10 hours in a day but only pays that employee for 8 hours because of a contract
and as long as its disclosed, it is lawful. {R. p. 709) Even if their argument is lawful on the
disclosure, Drive Line has not properly disclosed the amount of work required by the
Drive Line vs. the pay Harper would receive. If an employee was paid by a "fixed"
amount of units of 1,626 but required to make 1,677 units, is this lawful? If the
employee only worked 1,500 units would the employee get paid for 1,500 units, or
1,626 units or nothing? (R. p. 709) If an employee was not giving the choice or option to
stop working at 1,626 units, and then required to work another two hours above the
31
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1,626 units to 1,677 units for free, would this be lawful? Even if the employee didn't
agree with working two extra hours for free, would this be an implied contract that the
employee didn't stop working for the employee and he was aware of the unpaid hours?
How many hours are the employers allowed to not pay their employees for time

~

worked, as long as its disclosed and "agreed", 1 or 2 or 3 hours? In the Parties case it
would not be an implied contract due to the fact that when Harper was aware of
the failure to pay for all the work performed he no longer worked for the company, as in
Ms. Martino's testimony: "Well, I would have to say that when he refused to go out, he

was no longer employed with our company." (R. p. 715 and 727(page 62)
Even if Harper "agreed" to the "fixed" amount of 1,626 miles, he would not have the
choice or option to stop at that amount, as he would be 100 miles away from his
destination, pursuant to Drive Lines Rules and would therefore most likely be
terminated for failing to complete the 100 extra miles.
Ms. Martino has testified at the Parties Utah Labor Commission's hearing, that there
was no contract with Estes:
Q.: "Mileage paid for run as set by Estes, 1,625. That's as per your contract with Estes, is

that correct, what they pay you?"
Ms. Martino: "We do not have a contract with Estes."
Q.: "You do not have a contract?"

Ms. Martino: "We don't have a contract with Estes, no."
Q.: "Okay. So that's incorrect?"

Ms. Martino: "We don't have a contract with Estes." (R. p. 727 (p. 70-71) hearing on
th

April 20 2015 and R. p. 708)
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~

At the Parties Bench trial hearing Ms. Martino again testified to the following regarding
the contract between Drive Line and Estes:
Q.: "That's the only way they're going to get paid. On this Estes run, what was the

contract?"
Ms. Martino "What contract?"
Q.: "On Estes' contract.

11

Ms. Martino: "What do you mean ?11
Q.: "Did you have a contract with Estes to run-"

Ms. Martino: "We did not have a contract. 11
Q.: "You didn't have a contract?"

Ms. Martino: "We were on an at-will dispatch. We could take the loads or another

"carrier could take the load. It was entirely up to us. We did not have a contract.

11

Q.: "You didn't have a contract."

Ms. Martino: "No." (R. p. 642 and 857)
Q. "So no set miles, and was at will?"

Ms. Martino: "At will.

11

Q.: "Did you make a profit on those loads?"

MR. CROOK: "I'm going to object. It's irrelevant.
~

11

THE COURT: "Sustained. 11 (R. p. 647-648)
Ms. Martino was being evasive to the line of questioning regarding Drive Lines
"contract" with Estes as stated several times there was no contract and it was entirely
up to us to take a load with Estes. When Asked about Set miles, Ms. Martino answered

33
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"at will" and avoiding the question regarding miles and what Estes was willing to pay for
"set miles" and in fact raises the issue if there was a paid contract for miles or if Drive
Line was paid by the weight or even if Drive Line had a contract with Estes or with an
outside contractor, who Harper was not contracted with as he was an employee
to Drive Line. When Harper asked regarding pay on the "contract" as the Court
inappropriately denied the line of questioning regarding Drive Lines relationship with
Estes as the it was indicative to the evidence and Findings of Facts as outlined by the
District Courts Findings of Facts. The District Court has also inappropriately refused to
Compel Drive Line to produce a contract as Harper tried several times to receive
the contract on 2 separate occasions as outlined in Harper's arguments on issue# 3.

Pursuant to URCP 34-28-2(1)(i):
(i)

"Wages" means the amounts due the employee for labor or services, whether the
amount is fixed or ascertained on a time, task, piece, commission basis or
other method of calculating such amount." (R. p. 376)

The Court has cited this rule as the guideline of review of this case and has found the
Following: "Mr. Harper would be compensated for a fixed amount of mileage no matter

the actual distance driven." (R. p. 364)

The Court has concluded that the "fixed" (the number of miles as fixed is disputed in
arguments #1 and 2) amount of compensation would be 1,626 Miles no matter the
actual distance was driven. However, Drive Line required Harper to work above
and beyond over the "fixed" number of miles to at least 1,677miles, as this was their
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rule pursuant to an alleged contract with Estes, Ms. Martino has stated: "That's how we

were paid." (R. p. 651). Drive Line has failed to show any documented evidence
from Estes to this claim and argument. This unlawfully required Harper to work
at least an additional 2 hours over the 1,626 miles as stated "fixed" and also allowed
Drive Line to inappropriately work Harper at least 4 additional hours per week with no
compensation. Drive Line is exempt from paying overtime but not exempt from paying
wages that were performed by Harper as required by Law. The Law is there to
protect Harper from his employer from taking advantage of him. Harper
doesn't have the choice to stop at the "fixed" amount of 1,626 as Drive Line required to
make him work above and beyond the "fixed" amount. Respondent's argue that
because Harper knew of the "fixed" (this claim is argued on issue# 1) amount of
1,626 and had allegedly "agreed" on that amount that this was legal. When in fact
Harper had not agreed nor properly disclosed on this "fixed" amount pursuant to
Harper's testimony and evidence shown in the Parties case and arguments as shown in
this Brief. This argument would only be true and correct if there was "proper disclosure"
and "agreed" upon on the "fixed" amount as 1,626 (disclosure and agreement and miles
argued in issue #1} if Drive Line would have only required Harper to travel this
amount as "set by Estes" the shortest distant from Salt Lake City, Utah and Toledo,
Ohio, however Drive Line required Harper to deviate from the shortest distance
of 1,626 to avoid tolls and traveled at least 1,677 miles. Drive Line has not paid
Harper for the correct amount of 1,677 miles.

The Court has inappropriate overlooked nor gave it the proper weight of the evidence
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Of Harper's Exhibit #4 (R. p. 1051) showing paid miles and the Parties testimonies that
the miles were in fact not properly agreed on nor properly disclosed on the "fixed" miles
at 1,626 and is therefore, shown that Drive line has not has paid Mr. Harper all amounts
that he was owed based on his employment.
Drive Line's requirement to have Harper work over the "fixed" number of miles of
1,626 is in fact unlawful and goes against URCP 34-28-2(1)(i) and Utah and federal labor
Laws and Fair Labor Standards Act.

ARGUMENTS TO ISSUE# 2:
Appellant hereby marshals the evidence as follows:

Drive Line's Council has filed: "Trial Brief of Energy Enterprises Inc. and Drive Line LLC."
On March 22, 2017, this was 7 days just prior to the Parties Bench trial. In their brief
Drive Line's Council had first made the claim:

1. On the same day Mr. Harper filed his wage claim, he called Kim Martino, an
owner and officer of Drive Line, and claimed that he was owed money for the "extra
miles for the Toledo loads" and asked how much Ms. Martino was willing to pay him to
make his wage claim go away. (R. p. 317)
Drive Line has supported this alleged claim by one piece of evidence:
Kim Martino's testimony: "He asked me what I would, what I was willing to pay him to

make this whole thing go away." (R. p. 644)
Prior to Ms. Martino's claim, she testified of notes after conversations with drivers and
writes them down and keeps this in the driver's file pursuant to their own records. Ms.
Martino has made a note from her and Harper's conversation as testified:
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"Those are my notes after our conversation. This is customary, because I have to write
i.:,

things down, and then it goes to the driver's file. It's how I keep records." (R. p. 642)

Ms. Martino is referring to exhibit. (R. p. 1051 Respondent's exhibit #6) No where in this
note does it state the alleged call of Harper asking her how much she is willing to pay.
When asked about her notes again Ms. Martino testified as follows:
Q.: "You may have made a note?"

Ms. Martino: "I may have."
Q.: "But you didn't document it, and you didn't bring it today?"

Ms. Martino: "I did not." (R. p. 652)
Ms. Martino has failed to produce any notes or documents to this claim, as she has
made the claim that it is customary to write things down, however Ms. Martino has
waited from November 2014 to March 22

nd

2017, approximately 2 years and 5 months

later to make this claim regarding Harper. Harper has testified to not
making this call nor stating to Ms. Martino how much she was willing to pay to make
th is go away:
Harper: "So first of all, I did not call Kim. Kim called me regarding this matter. She
stated, I think she stated who she was and what I wanted, and I stated that I had filed a
claim with the Labor Commission, and she had stated that, I had asked her if she's
received anything from the labor commission, and she stated no, I have not received
anything. And I stated, well, somebody has filed, and they filed a document and a reply
with the Labor Commission, and you don't know about this? And she said no. And it was
a very odd conversation. It was almost as if she was recording me and wanted me to
state things to her, as she was extremely vague, and I said that somebody in their office
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had filed a reply to my claim. I filed a claim for unpaid wages, and she said she knew
nothing about it, and I said well, I don't know who did it. I think Greg filed it, and she said
I don't know who filed it, but it was a very odd conversation with her, and that's all I
recall of that. She has made the statement in her, in their trial briei that she stated that
I asked her, or I told her on this claim on November 6th, that I stated how much she was
willing to pay me to make this go away, which is not true at all. I never stated that, and I
don't recall her calling me on November 6th. I do recall her calling me three weeks to
four weeks after that filing, because it was even after I received the next exhibit I'd like
to show you." (R. p. 527-528}

Harper believes that Ms. Martino was recording him, however Ms. Martino has
not produced any recordings nor documents nor notes regarding her claim of
Harper. Harper has testified that he did not make this call nor stated what she
was willing to pay to make this go away. Harper has also signed an affidavit under
penalty of perjury that he did not state to Ms. Martino what she was willing to pay to
make this go away. (R. p. 703) In this same document Harper testified that he had
not brought this wage claim in a frivolous manner nor in bad faith under penalty of
perjury. Had the Court believed in Harper's testimony and his affidavit, the Court
would have not believed that Harper was attempting to take unconscionable
advantage of the Ms. Martino. Even if Harper did call Ms. Martino and attempted to
resolve the case without the assistance of the Utah Labor Commission and stated the
term "go away" this does not prove that Harper had a favorable position over Ms.
Martino nor took unconscionable advantage of her. Drive Line were the ones with
the advantage over Harper, as they controlled what pay he was to receive
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regardless of the amount of work preformed and the amount of pay rate based on their
claims, determinations and of bonuses.
The Court has determined as follows: "As set forth above, Mr. Harper's claim had
0rP

no basis in law or fact and the Court determines that it was brought without merit" (R.
p. 377) Harper's case and claims has merit and is supported by law in Utah labor laws as
Drive Line has failed to pay the Appellant the appropriate amount as stated in
arguments #1.

ARGUMENTS TO ISSUE #3
Whether the District Court and the Utah Labor Commission abused it's discretion or
erred when it denied the Appellant the requested evidence and motion to compel the
Appellees to produce the requested evidence from the Utah Labor Commissions filing
and trial De Novo for The Third District Court?

Appellant hereby marshals the evidence as follows:
Harper had requested evidence from the Respondent's in the Utah Labor
th

Commissions case on February 24 2015. (addendum #A) The AU Denied Harper the
requested documents, (Addendum# B) specifically, Harper's trip envelopes from
employment and contracts with Estes that are related to Harper's compensation
and Drive Lines claims, that they were paid and or not paid by those specific miles.

\f9

The Utah Labor Commission and the AU has inappropriately omitted Harper's
request for discovery# 8 from its Order:
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B. "Copy and record of all trip envelopes that the Claimant Bruce Harper and his team
driver have turned in to the Respondents that have the drivers info, miles, load numbers,
fuel times and expenses but not limited to those items, that Claimant and a team driver
with claimant turned in to the Respondents for accounting for every trip of Claimant
Bruce Harper." {addendum A Claimants request for discovery and addendum B

Utah Labor's Order from AU)
Harper's denial Order from the AU (Utah Labor Commission) of the requested
evidence is included with the appeal/trial De Novo with the Third District Court.
Pursuant to the Utah Labor Commissions/Trial de nova, Harper has again
nd

requested this same evidence in the Third District Court on Aug. 2

2016, approximately

17 months later. (R. p. 66-69) Drive Line Objected to Harper's request for
rd

documents, 21 days after Harper filed for request for documents, Aug. 23 2016.
{R. p. 70-72) Harper filed his Motion to compel on that same day, Aug. 23

rd

2016.

(R. p. 75) Pursuant to Harper's Motion to compel, the Court has stated the
Petitioners motion is denied;
11

"Rule 3 7 requires a party who is alleging a discovery dispute to file a Statement of
Discovery Issues" with the Court. Petitioners Motion does not include the necessary
elements required by the Rule, including

II

a certification that the requesting party has in

good faith conferred or attempted parties in person or by telephone in an effort to
resolve the dispute without court action" Utah R. Civ. P. 37(a)(2). Accordingly, the
Motion is deficient and is denied on this basis." {R. p. 114)

The Court, at the time of this denial was aware that Drive Line has objected (R. p.
70-72) to Harper's request for documents from the record. Harper has
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filed a statement of discovery issues (R. p. 118} and Petitioners Certification pursuant to
Utah R. Civ. P. 37(a}(2}(b). (R. p. 119-120} This argument regarding a certification that
the requesting party has attempted to resolve the dispute without a Court action is
0j

moot, the Utah Labor Commission and Drive Line originally denied the Appellant the
requested documents 17 months before they received the request for documents and
the motion to compel and have objected to Harper's requests for documents to the
District Court and was arguing over the Tier One limits to the District Court.

Harper has attempted to receive the requested documents after the Courts
Denial, however, Drive Line were not willing nor never willing to send Harper
the requested documents; "/ have talked with Energy Enterprise's and Drive Line's
Council D. Scott Crook and have reached 100% oppositions on all issues." (R. p. 119-120}

The Court in it's denial of Harper's request for documents has also stated:
"a responding party is entitled to 28 days after service to respond to interrogatories and
requests for production.3 In this case, Petitioner served the First Set of Discovery only
nine days before the fact discovery cut-off date. Utah Courts have recognized that "it
would be inappropriate and untimely under the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure to serve a
discovery request. .. within thirty days of the discovery deadline, because the responding
party would not have adequate time to respond, i.e., to complete discovery in the time
permitted by rule." Dahl v. Harrison, 2011 UT App 389, ,I34, 265 P.3d 139, distinguished
on other grounds, (R. p. 114-115)

Drive Line had adequate time to produce the requested documents, as they
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originally denied Harper's request approximately 17 months prior to the Motion
to compel. Also, the Appel lees have already objected to the Appellants request prior to
Courts denial and argued on the 28 day rule and that: "Mr. Harper sought discovery
outside the of discovery tier I" (R. p. 91) At this time, the 28 day rule argument is moot,

as the Respondent's in fact Objected to Harper's Request for documents 21 days
after Harper originally filed. Harper's Motion to compel, pursuant to Utah R. Civ. P. 37
was filed after the Respondent's objection and as Respondent's had no intension to
send the requested documents. Harper as previous explained has filed the statement of
discovery issues and certification pursuant to Utah R. Civ. P. 37(a)(2)(b) and Motion to
Extend Time for Petitioner to Complete Discovery. In Harper's Motion to extend time,
Harper explained that there were oppositions and objections from the Respondents
for the requested documents. (R. p. 117-120) Drive Line then filed Memorandum in
Opposition to motion to extend time for Petitioner to Complete Discovery. (R. p. 124)
The District Court Clerk has erroneously filed this under the incorrect name of:
"Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Extraordinary Discovery." (R. p. 124-130)

The Court then filed its order on the issue of Discovery: 1.: "The Motion for
Extraordinary Discovery is DENIED. Petitioner's request fails to comply with the
certification requirements in Rule 3 7 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. Moreover,
because Petitioner waited until after the close of standard discovery to file the motion
and had not reached the limits of standard discovery, the Motion for Extraordinary
Discovery is untimely under Rule 26 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure." (R. p. 184)

Harper was not seeking nor even arguing the issue of extraordinary discovery.
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The Court has inappropriately ruled on a motion that was not before the Court and
inappropriately imposed sanctions on Harper for attempting to receive relevant
documents from Drive Line. Fed. R. Civ. P. ("Rule") 26(b}(l}.
Harper was requesting documents that were relevant and necessary to the
Parties Case. Pursuant to the Courts statement: "had not reached the limits of standard
discovery'' the Court was erroneous by denying Harper the requested documents.
~

The Court has then awarded Attorney's fees to the Respondent's Council for the
requested documents. (R. p. 185} If the Parties were still in standard discovery then the
Court was erroneous and or abusive in it's discretion to deny Harper the
requested documents and to overlook the discovery issue and argument raised by the
Harper and the Respondent's objections to produce the requested documents and
arguments.

ARGUMENTS TO ISSUE #4
Appellant hereby marshals the evidence as follows:
The District Court was erroneous and abused its authority by denning Harper his motion
~

for a new trial pursuant to Rules of Civil Procedure 59(a), (c), and 52(b). (R. p. 705-716)
The District Court has Stated: "Mr. Harper only selectively quotes from portions of the
bench trial and ignores evidence that supports the Court's findings. Respondents have
provided a detailed recitation of the evidence in support of the challenged finding in
their opposition memorandum. The Court sees no reason to include it here, especially
where Mr. Harper failed to discuss any of the supporting evidence in his New Trial
Motion. The Court Concludes that Mr. Harper has failed to demonstrate that he is
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entitled to relief under Rule 52 or Rule 59 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure." (R. p.
932-933)
The District Court is incorrect; Harper has also filed an affidavit in support of his motion
that argues and testifies to a; "he said she said" issue and has testified under penalty of
perjury he did not call Ms. Martino, nor did he attempt to exhort nor take an
unconscionable advantage of Ms. Martino. (R. p. 702-704) Although Harper's motion
does not have many of the supporting evidence and mostly lists the Courts findings and
disputes and argues those findings in his Motion, the Respondent's have filed their
Memorandum in opposition to Harper's motion for new trial (R. p. 755-826) and Harper
has filed a Reply to the Respondent's opposition and has disputed and argued the
Respondents supporting evidence on every aspect the Respondent's arguments and
claims.
Therefore, the District Court has inappropriately overlooked the evidence as presented,
Harpers affidavit, (R. p. 702-704) arguments, reply, (R. p. 857-865) supporting evidence,
<ici:t

(R. p. 705-716, 755-826} and contradicting evidence to the District Courts Findings and
testimonies supporting his motion for a new trial, and therefore, the District Courts
claim that "Mr. Harper failed to discuss any of the supporting evidence" is not correct
and in fact,
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a moot point as Harper has argued the Respondent's supporting evidence.
(R. p. 857-865)

CONCLUSION:
The evidence does not support the Courts Facts and Findings and is in Fact contradictory
to the Courts Findings and Facts. The Appellant request The Utah Court of Appeals to
vacate all the Trial Courts Findings, the Trial Court's award for Attorney's fees, and
Conclusion of Law and Orders from all the Parties Trial Court and case# 160901238 and
remand the case to a new trial.

~

rd

Respectfully Submitted on this 23 day of July 2018.

Certificate of Compliance:
I hereby certify that this brief, submitted under Utah Rule of Appellate Procedure
24(a)(11), complies with the word limits set forth in Rule 24(g) and that the brief does
not contain any private information in accordance with Rule 21(g). According to the
word processor used to create this brief, this brief contains less than 14,000 words,
excluding the Addendums.
rd

Dated on this 23 day of July, 2018.
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Bruce Harper, Appellant, Pro Se
4LJ

Certificate of Service:

I hereby certify that I have mailed, first class, postage prepaid, a true and correct
rd

copy of the Appellant's Brief on this 23 day of July 2018 to the following:
David M. Wilkins

P. 0. Box 140857
160 East 300 South, 5th floor
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-0857

Attorney for Appellee {Utah Labor Commission)

D. Scott Crook
2150 South 1300 East, Suite 500
Salt Lake City Utah, 84106

Attorney for Appellees
(Drive Line and Energy Enterprises)
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RECEf\!EO
STATE OF UTAH LABOR COMMISSION

REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY

Bruce Harper
Claimant,

V.

Wage Claim No.: 15-00862

Energy Enterprises Inc., Drive Line LLC, Kim D.
Martino, Kevin D. Cotner, Kim Martino
Respondents,

Now Comes the Claimant Bruce Harper and files this request for discovery from the

Respondents: Energy Enterprises Inc., Drive Line LLC, Kim D. Martino, Kevin D. Cotner, Kim
Martino. I need from above said Respondents the Following documents and materials:

1. Copy of all Bruce Harpers Employee pay sheets and all entries included that the above
said Respondents have on file and record for Bruce Harper.
2. Copy of all drivers logs of Bruce Harper that the above said Respondents have on file
and record from Bruce Harper.

3. A copy of all companies policies that the above said Respondents have on file and
record that would be established, pertain and apply to the Claimant Bruce Harper and
his team drivers (co drivers).
4. A copy of the record on file of Bruce Harpers termination documents and reasons for
termination of Bruce Harper from above said Respondents and their Companies.

5. A copy of the contract between Estes, and or brokers, agents, officers but not limited to
those parties and above said Respondents for the Contracts, compensation, benefits,
and bonuses but not limited to, for hubs between Salt Lake City Utah to Dallas Texas and
back and Salt Lake City Utah to Toledo Ohio and back.
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6. A copy and list of all employees' names, addresses and phone numbers those are
current time from the Respondents that accompanied Claimant Bruce Harper on team
drives (co drivers} to Dallas Texas and Toledo Ohio.

7. A copy and record of all the employees pay sheets and all entries of the employees' that
accompanied Bruce Harper on Team drives, only the pay sheets and all entries from
when said Claimant and employees were together as a team and received shared miles.

8. Copy and record of all trip envelopes that the Claimant Bruce Harper and his team driver
have turned in to the Respondents that have the drivers info, miles, load numbers, fuel
times and expenses but not limited to those items, that Claimant and a team driver with
claimant turned in to the Respondents for accounting for every trip of Claimant Bruce
Harper.
9. The Respondents have an employee, contractor, officer, agent and or manager but not
limited to, named Greg (last name unknown}.

A list and copy of duties and authority of the employee named Greg and his official title
with the said Companies and the said respondents and his compensation and any
bonuses and benefits associated with his employment but not limited to.

All of these files, Copies, Records and entries from listed but not limited to and mentioned

above (1-9) are to be copied, gathered and sent to the Utah Labor Commission and the
Claimant Bruce Harper at their addresses on file within a timely matter (at least 30 days prior to
any scheduled hearing) upon receiving discovery request.

Dated on this February 24, 2015.

~r,Clalmant
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UTAH LABOR COMMISSION
ANTIDISCRlMINATION AND LABOR DIVISION
WAGE CLAIM UNIT
160 East 300 South, 3rd Floor, PO Box 146630
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-6630
Pursuant to Provisions of Title 34, Chapter 28,
Utah Code Annotated 1953, as amended

ORDER ON CLAIMANT'S VARIOUS
MOTIONS AND DISCOVERY REQUESTS

Bruce Harper,

Claimant,

Wage Claim No. 15-00862

V.

Energy Enterprises, Inc. and Drive Lin
LLC,
Respondents.

On March 2, 2015 the Claimant filed various motions in this matter considered individually
below:

Discovery Matters:
.On February 14, 2015, the Claimant filed Discovery Request for certain documents.
I find that the following documents are relevant to the Claimant's Wage Claim and should be
provided to the Claimant by the Respondents no later than March 20, 2015:
I.

All payroll records showing the amounts paid by the Respondents to the Claimant during
his period of employment with them.

2.

Copi~s of the Claimant's Driver Logs during his period of employment by the
Respondents.

3.

Copies of any docwnents memorializing the Respondents' agreements, policies or criteria
used in calculating compensation paid to the Claimant.

Cw
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ORDER
Wage Claim No. 15-00862
Page 2

Documents requested by the Claimant but not relevant to his immediate Wage Claim and which
the Respuadcnts arc not required to produce include:
1.

Documents containing policies not related to compensation paid to drivers.

2.

Claimant's termination documents, unless such documents contain payroll or
compensation data.

3.

Contracts with brokers, agents and officers, unless such documents contain data directly
related to the Claimant's compensation.

4.

Copies of employee names, addresses and phone numbers.

5.

Copies of employees' pay records other than those of the Claimant.

6.

Documents concerning an employee named Greg.

The Claimant's Request for a subpoena shall be denied as it relates to his discovery requests
already addressed by this Order.

Motion to Reconsider and Appeal Dismissal of Individual Officers of Respondents:
The Claimant sought to have the Labor Commission's dismissal of the individual officers of the
corporate Respondents overrurned via hi.s previously filed !'.1otion to Re.consicler and Appeal.
The Claimant's Motion to Reconsider and Appeal is in the nature of an interlocutory appeal
which is not available in an informal adjudicative process such as the present Wage Claim. The

Claimanf can raise his-arguments again at the scheduled hearing in this matter and a decision will
be made as part of the Order after the evidentiary hearing on all outstanding claims and defenses.

Motion to Continue the Hearing:
The Claimant also filed a Motion for Continuance of the hearing scheduled for March 25, 2015.
The Claimant based his Motion for Continuance on his need to serve subpoenas that I have
denied herein, and his desire for a hearing on his interlocutory appeal that I have noted is not
available in this informal adjudicative proceeding. Therefore, the Motion for Continuance shall
be denied.
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ORDER
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the Respondents shall no later than March 20, 2015,
provide the Claimant with copies of:

All payroll records showing the amounts paid by the Respondents to the Claimant during
his period of employment with them.
2.

Copies of the Claimant's Driver Logs during his period of employment with the
Respondents.

3.

Copies of any documents memorializing the Respondents' agreements, policies or criteria
used in calculating compensation paid to the Claimant.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Claimant's request for subpoenas and other discovery
not specifically ordered by me to be produced by the Respondents is hereby denied.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Claimant's Motion for Continuance is hereby denied.

Dated this March 4, 2015
at Salt Lake City, Utah.

. La Jeunesse
~strative Law Judge

.r-iu.&~·
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I certify that on March 4, 2015 a copy of the attached document was mailed to the following
parties at the following addresses, postage paid:

BRUCE HARPER
5308 CYGNUS HILL COVE
WEST JORDAN UT 84081
ENERGY ENTERPRISES INC
375 S CARBON AVE #127
PO BOX782

PRICE UT 84501
DRNE LINE LLC
375 S CARBON AVE#l27
PO BOX782

PRJCE UT 84501
STUART W HINCKLEY REG AGENT ENERGY
ENTERPRISES INC
2833 MTN VIEW DR
SALTLAKECITYUT 84109
STUART W HINCKLEY REG AGENT DRIVE LfNE LLC
2833 fyfIN VTRW DR

SALT LAKE CITY UT 84109
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